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STUDENTS AT ST. PAUL’S PRIMARY SCHOOL  IN THIS ISSUE 

Do you find yourself tapping your toe to the 
music at an outdoor café?  Do you start 
moving to the music when you go to a 
concert?  What about when you see a street 
performer and they are playing your favorite 
song?  Music is an important means of 
communication and affects our mood at 
every age.  I remember smiling when our 
children, who were barely old enough to 
walk, would bounce to the music playing 
over the radio in my car.  I also love seeing 
my father, who suffers from Alzheimers, sing 
the words to some of his favorite old songs 
and tap his feet to the music.   

In July, I traveled to Uganda for my 
fourteenth trip!  We visited over thirty 
schools and received gifts of song and dance 
at almost every school.  The students 
sponsored by the Educate Uganda primary 
and secondary school sponsorship program 
do not have many material gifts, but the way 
they say “thank you” when they dance and 
sing is incredible!  It is an honor for the 
students to be one of the dancers or to be in 
the choir and it is darling to see the other 
students’ joy as the performers entertain 
everyone.   

It is an absolute thrill to arrive at a school and 
hear the drums beating, to see the students 

singing and clapping, and hear the parents 
and teachers singing with the students.  That 
is when I feel their thank you!  That is how 
they thank you for their sponsorship and 
share their joy for your support. 

The Educate Uganda trips are always full of 
dancing and it is always a wonderful way to 
connect two cultures.  The girls at the Sancta 
Maria Teacher’s College were delighted 
when we asked them to teach the travelers 
how to dance.   They laughed and cheered 
for the travelers attempts at the traditional 
Uganda dances.  We also have lots of little 
visitors showing up to our cottage in the 
evenings and they love listening to American 
songs and dancing with us to the music.  The 
primary school students are always full of 
giggles when they are asked to judge the 
ability of the American dancers.  They cheer 
for everyone who tries but the silliest 
attempt usually gets the loudest applause. 

So, whether it is Chubby Checker’s “The 
Twist” or Justin Timberlake’s “Can’t Stop 
This Feeling” that gets you out of your chair, 
turn it on, get dancing and know that the 
children you are supporting in Uganda are 
happier than you can ever imagine! 

 

Traveler Reflections 
In this newsletter you will find reflections from some of 
the 2018 travelers.  The travelers in 2018 included (l-r) 
Greg, Karen, Audrey and Gabe Van Dyke, Drew Hansen, 
Thomas Schatz, Hannah Johns, Fr. Michael Mukasa and 
Kelsey O’Connell.                                      See Pages 3-6 

 

Celebrating New Structures 
We had the great joy of dedicating two new building 
structures in July, including classrooms for Kibazo 
Primary School and staff housing at Lukka Primary 
School. 

See Page 7 

A Dance, A Smile and a Big Thank You 
for our Donors! 
by Karen Van Dyke 
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Vocational Students 
Our first class of vocational students began their studies 
to become electricians, mechanics, hair stylist, teachers, 
construction engineers and nursing students.  The 
students were so proud to show us their new skills. 

 

Auto Mechanics 
These students had only had one term of coursework 
when we visited their school but that did not prevent 
them from showing us how they can change brake pads 
or repair the rear differential. 

FAST FACTS 
 

  

67% 
The percentage of Ugandan women 
(aged 20-24) with no education whom 
were married by age 18. 

 

  

14% 
The percentage of women with secondary 
education or higher who marry by age 18. 
 
 

  

85% 
The percentage of children that do not 
complete a secondary education. 
  

Providing Hope 
by Joseph Kato 

 

 

 

 

“My name is Kato Joseph.  I was among the teachers Karen found teaching at St. Henry's 
under a tree on her visit in 2008.  This is a day that I cannot forget in my life because it was 
the day that brought hope to the lives of many young ones that were struggling.  The 
students’ and teachers’ classrooms were under a tree or in a primitive classroom in a dusty 
and strong wind-blowing area. Karen and Michelle Koraleski, another white lady, visited St. 
Henry’s Busabaga.  The visit was arranged because Fr. Charles Jjemba, the parish priest at 
Nkokonjeru Parish, found these young girls and boys struggling to learn from an uncondusive 
environment. When the visitors first arrived, I noted that they delayed leaving their vehicle.  
We all worried that they might not stay and visit our school.  Once they exited the car, I 
watched them carrying some of the young ones and shedding tears because of the condition 
in which we were living. Karen addressed the learners together with the teachers. 
 
Her message encouraged the teachers and learners. The message brought much hope in 
the struggle for their education. She promised them that as she goes back to the U.S.A., she 
would pray for all of us at St. Henry’s.  She further requested us to pray for her so that 
everything becomes a success. After a few months, news hit our ears that friends from the 
U.S.A were to build classrooms for us. In 2009, Karen returned with her husband to officially 
open the seven classrooms. On that day, many pupils acquired support in their education 
and as I talk now two of the pioneers are at Kyambogo University in their second year and 
many others are at vocational school.  I personally think Educate Uganda changed my life.  
The inspiration of “hope” provided at St. Henry’s was contagious.   I went on to upgrade in 
my studies and now I teach in a first-class school called Namilyango Junior Boys School. 
We are so grateful to Educate Uganda. May God bless you!!” 

 

Top left:  Karen with Kato Joseph 

Bottom left: Original classrooms at St. Henry’s 

Below:  Staff housing at St. Henry’s built in 
2010.  Classrooms built in 2008. 
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We live in a world where we are constantly 
being reminding about all that divides us. 
Every day we are told to focus on our 
economic status, our religious beliefs, and 
our skin color and how they differentiate us 
from the person to our left or right. You can 
hardly turn on the news without hearing a 
monologue that attempts to validate this line 
of thinking. Yet, there is one age group that 
is fortunately more immune to falling into 
this negative trap. This ever-wise group is 
children; and I was blessed, as the children of 
Uganda reminded me the world is not as 
bleak as it seems.  

It is very hard for me to pick one moment 
where this lesson was most apparent as the 
whole trip offered constant powerful 
reminders of the unique connections all 
humans share. One concern I had about 
traveling to Africa was that it would be nearly 
impossible to overcome the language 
difference, yet this did not hold true. In fact, 
it almost appeared as the lingual barrier 

between us as English speakers and the 
native Lugandan speakers was hardly an 
issue at all. Rather, a simple smile to convey 
happiness was perhaps more poignant than 
any words that could have possibly been 
spoken. There were countless laughs 
shared as almost everyone could not resist 
the opportunity to pass around a soccer ball 
or netball.  

One moment that stuck out to me 
personally as we were at a huge school was 
when I jokingly asked the crowd of children 
that had been quietly following me, “Is 
anyone here named Thomas?” I figured a 
few kids must have been named Thomas as 
English names, or Christian names as they 
are called in Uganda, are commonplace. 
Much to my surprise, only one child raised 
his hand. I quickly snapped at the 
opportunity to offer him a simple shirt as a 
gift. We both shared a certain joy finding a 
foreign namesake. At that moment nothing 
divided us, we were just two people named 
Thomas enjoying the chance to make a 
speedy and fun-filled acquaintance.  

In conclusion, I am grateful to have met the 
bright children of the beautiful country of 
Uganda. I owe a great deal of debt to the 
children who reminded me that we are 
ultimately all made in the same image by 
God. We all cry the same tears, we all laugh 

in the same joy, we all struggle and get back 
up again, we all dream the same dreams, and 
we all have the same hope and passion of 
faith manifesting in our hearts. We are all the 
same, one human race working toward the 
best world possible.  

 

 
 

 

  

The Human 
Connection 
by Thomas Schatz 

I Love Their Smiles 
by Drew Hansen 

Drew Hansen and Gabe Van Dyke on a 
walk with two of their favorite little 
friends.  Drew and Gabe were always 
excited to start playing as soon as the 
work was finished! 

The	thing	that	amazes	me	most	about	my	trip	to	
Uganda	is	that	every	single	child	that	I	met	in	the	
Educate	Uganda	program	always	had	a	smile	on	their	
face.	They	are	so	thankful	for	the	education	that	has	
been	given	to	them.	Seeing	this	first-hand	made	me	
realize	how	lucky	I	am	and	how	much	I	take	for	
granted	every	day	of	my	life.		
	
I	would	love	to	stay	involved	in	Educate	Uganda	and	
maybe	even	visit	the	kids	a	few	more	times.	I	would	
also	like	to	find	a	few	kids	to	sponsor	the	next	time	I	
travel	to	Uganda. 
 

Above:  Thomas with a new friend.  The kids 
loved receiving Creighton Prep t-shirts! 
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A Visit to the Pearl of 
Africa 
by Kelsey O’Connell 

“For magnificence, for variety of form and color, for profusion of brilliant life — bird, insect, reptile, beast — for vast 
scale — Uganda is truly ‘the Pearl of Africa’.”  Winston Churchill 
 
I still can’t believe it.  Somehow, I was lucky enough to travel to the most beautiful country on earth, be welcomed by 
some of the kindest people I’ve ever met, and had my eyes opened to ways of life that we don’t understand. The only 
way I know how to describe the people and the experience is “joyous”. Everywhere we went we met so many 
amazing people.  Many of them are facing incredible hardships just to receive an education. Still they had 
the brightest smiles on their faces. They had next to nothing, but they gave us so much; whether it be fruit, chickens, 
or hugs, they wanted to make sure that we felt welcome in their home. One of my favorite parts of the journey was the 
chance to meet the kids that my family helps sponsor. We arrived at Little Angels primary school and we were 
welcomed by children holding signs. Many of them were “thank you” notes to the people helping them receive an 
education. I noticed a couple of them holding signs saying, “God bless you Sandi and Chris O’Connell” (my parents).  
I was so touched to see that and to meet the kids that we had only seen through the pictures they sent and letters 
they wrote. It made the whole idea of giving so that a child could have the chance to learn much more real for me. I 
now see the impact that Educate Uganda has on these kids and it is so inspiring that anyone can make an impact 
and give the gift of education to someone else. My piece of advice to the students at all the schools was to try and 
learn at least one new thing every day, no matter how big or small. I found throughout this trip that I had taken that to 
heart because I learned more on this trip than I ever expected. I’ve been humbled and truly touched by everything 
that Uganda has to offer. There are no words that can express my gratitude to Educate Uganda and Karen for 
bringing me on this adventure. I cherished every moment, so “Mwebale nnyo, nnyo, nnyo” from the bottom of my 
heart. 
 

 

 

 

 

We always love having talented photographers travel to Uganda 
with us.  Above are just a few of Kelsey O’Connell’s beautiful 

pictures from our trip! 
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Making A Difference 
By Hannah Johns 

The mission of Educate Uganda is something truly special; but it isn’t until you see the 
powerful effect that it has on each student individually that you know how important it is to 
keep it flourishing and growing. Education is something that many of us take for granted 
and don’t truly appreciate how much of a gift it is.  I didn’t appreciate it nearly as much as 
the children in Uganda do. Every time we drove up to a school I was amazed by how excited 
the children were to be at school and to be getting such an amazing gift.  Educate Uganda 
has given these children an incredible gift and you can see it in the smiles that each of the 
children gave us when we arrived at their school. Seeing the smiles on their faces made me 
feel a part of Educate Uganda’s mission and it showed me how important this gift is to 
them and how much they truly appreciate it.  

One of the greatest and favorite smiles that I received was from a little girl at one of the 
primary schools we visited. Right after we had finished taking pictures of the Educate 
Uganda children, I noticed a little girl crying. Thinking she was hurt or injured, I walked over 
to see what was wrong. After talking with her, I found out that she was upset because she 
didn’t get to have her picture taken like all of her other friends as she wasn’t sponsored by 
Educate Uganda. So, I decided to change that.  I asked Mrs. Van Dyke if I could sponsor her.  
When she said of course, the little girl’s face lit up and we both started crying! These were 
happy tears!! In that moment I felt that I had truly made an impact on a little girls’ life and I 
was now going to give her one of the most amazing gifts that she may ever receive. It was a 
moment that I will cherish forever because of what my education has done for me, I was 
able to sponsor this little girl.  My hope is that one day she will be able to sponsor another 
student because of the education I am going to help her receive. Her smile is one that I will 
never forget because I felt that I had made a difference when I saw that big smile fill her 
face!! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hannah also brought a lot of talent with her camera 
skills.  Below are a few of her amazing shots! 
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A Long-Distance Friendship 
By Gabe Van Dyke 

After 10 years of stories and pictures of Uganda, I finally experienced this 
amazing environment myself. Since I was 6 years old I have heard stories about 
all these kind and loving people my mother has met.  We arrived in Kampala at 
11:00 PM and I finally met my long-distance friend, Kyobe Joseph. I have been 
hearing stories about him for many years and I never thought this day would 
come. Meeting him at the airport was where our friendship began. Throughout 
my trip, we constantly asked each other questions, whether he was asking me 
“what are the most popular jams (music) in the United States?” or me asking, 
“How do you say, “What is your name?” in Luganda.” In addition to meeting 
Kyobe, I really enjoyed conversing with the students that were my age. 

       We went to a secondary school and got an opportunity to talk with the 
students. Asking them about their school day and what they do before and 
after school made me realize how fortunate I am. Waking up and not having to 
think about my next meal and being able to drive to school with no worries was 
nearly the opposite of their lives. Some of the kids wake up at 4:00 AM to get 
the house clean and get clean water, and do not eat their first meal until the 
afternoon.  This was mind blowing. My trip to Uganda makes me realize how 
fortunate I am to live in the United States and helps me realize how lucky I was 
to witness this different perspective on life. 

 

 

   
     

 

Greg Van Dyke and Audrey Van Dyke 
will share reflections from our trip in 

the next newsletter! 

 

Gabe and Kyobe Joseph, a student, an assistant 
and great supporter to Educate Uganda, have 
exchanged letters and gifts for 11 years.  It did not 
take them long to act like old friends together! 
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Classrooms at Kibazo! 

Through many wonderful donations from generous hearts, 
Educate Uganda was able to provide Kibazo Primary School 
with four new classrooms, a teachers’ office and a staff room.  

The dedication day was rainy but it did not dampen the joy 
shared by the students, parents and guardians.  Our day 
included mass, dancing, speeches, lunch, tree planting and 
so many smiles!   I think the photos from the day will provide 
better insight than any words I might share. 

Thank you to everyone who contributed to this beautiful new 
structure!  

 

 

 
 

 

Staff Housing at Lukka 
Primary School! 

 

 

 

 

 

The dedication at Lukka included a short prayer service by 
Fr. Tamale, a blessing of the buildings, we shared rosaries 
with the students and spent time with some of the 
guardians.  They are in complete awe that we have so 
many generous donors!  Mwebele Nnyo (thank you!) is 
constantly heard during the dedications. 
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2018 Highlights: 
• We constructed four additional classrooms and an office at Kibazo Primary School in June 2018. 
• Staff housing for 8-10 teachers, along with new latrines and a water gathering system were 

constructed at Lukka Primary School. 
• In July 2018, our group of eight travelers visited 26 primary schools, 3 secondary schools, 2 

vocational schools and participated in the dedication of new structures at two of our partner 
schools. 
 

 

You Can Help: 
• Primary School sponsorship renewals will be sent out in September and October.  Thank you for 

continuing your sponsorship! 
• We always appreciate monetary donations to use towards school supplies and sporting 

equipment for the schools. 
• We are beginning to collect funds for our 2019 class of secondary students.  Our goal is to raise 

$120,000 in order to send 20 students to private boarding schools. 
• 100% of all donations go directly to the intended cause!  Educate Uganda continues to be run on 

a volunteer basis and all expenses to operate our organization are either donated for the purpose 
or paid for by the Educate Uganda Board. 
 
 

Educate Uganda 
P.O. Box 540095 
Omaha, NE  68154 
 
www.educateuganda.org 


